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Fireside chat with Nick Ford and Mike Kearney

Audience Q&A

Conclusion



Mike Kearney
Product Marketing Specialist
Encompass Corporation

- Experience in strategic and operational marketing
- Australia, Europe & US Companies
- Public and Private Sector consultation
- Financial Services, Energy & Electronics
- Telecommunications 



Productivity, error & evidence

Sources of error and their 
consequences

Evidencing consistent application 
of risk controls

Why KYC work is difficult



Evolving regulations 

Stricter regulations

Applicable to greater 
numbers of sectors

Regulations differ 
by jurisdiction



Digital KYC = big opportunity

Financial services’ executive teams are setting cost reduction targets for compliance

Create a new digital inside to complement the digital outside created by information suppliers

- matching a digital process to digital data

Align with your clients’ digital transformation strategies

Deliver value beyond Compliance



Nick Ford
VP Distribution and Alliances
Encompass Corporation

● Responsible for leading the overall strategy from 
partners and distributors globally.

● Joined Encompass at the end of 2017
● Deep understanding of KYC, data and the 

adoption of new technology.
● Previous experience at global information services 

provider & KYC managed services. 



What is the impact of an automated 
process on KYC Analysts?



How do MSPs manage increased 
workloads without creating more 
errors?



How can MSPs ensure client policies 
are followed?



How can MSPs adapt to evolving 
regulations?





Resources

eBook: Delivering Digital KYC
In this ebook, Encompass’ Nick Ford and Mike Kearney explore 
topics such as what is in risk and compliance for MSPs and client 
expectations, as well as outlining how Encompass can deliver for 
these clients.

Resource Page: Managed Service Providers
Multiple resources to learn more about how automation can 
help managed service providers with their digital 
transformation, and the benefits of Encompass.

encompasscorporation.com/managed-service-providers

https://www.encompasscorporation.com/managed-service-providers/



